350z fuel pump location

Ad vertisements. The sports car Nissan Z was produced from to In this article, you will find fuse
box diagrams of Nissan Z , , , , and , get information about the location of the fuse panels inside
the car, and learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout and relay. Cigar lighter power
outlet fuse in the Nissan Z is the fuse 7 in the Instrument panel fuse box. The fuse box is located
behind the cover below the dashboard. There are three fuse boxes under the plastic cover on
the passenger side â€” Fusible Link Block main fuses is located on the battery positive
terminal, and two fuse boxes are located next to the battery. To access the fuse block 1, you
need to remove all plastic parts. How to check the fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do
car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents. Instrument Panel Fuse Box. Fuse
Boxes in the Engine Compartment. Learn more: How to check the fuses? We use cookies to
ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we
will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. By slimjim , October 10, in Z General.
And which box it's in Fraid not I saw that but couldnt work out where the hell it was. How insane
is that! What is all the drama about guys? It is positioned there for many reasons, one being it is
a very expensive component to replace, so best tucked away out of harms way. You can post
now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as
plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or
insert images from URL. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Posted
October 10, Looked in all the manuals Can anyone tell me where it is? Link to post Share on
other sites. This any good to you? There is a 15amp fuel pump fuse in the IPDM unit. I think that
it is the one at the bottom of the inside row. You will have to remove the plastic scuttle to gain
access. Husky Posted October 10, The oil check is up there too though! Posted October 11, Join
the conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL.
Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. Currently I am currently trying to diagnose a
problem with my zed. Two people who have looked at it seem to think the same, that it may well
be a fuelling issue, so I have a couple of questions. What would the symptoms be if the fuel
pump starts getting lazy and isn't delivering the fuel correctly? Fuel pump is just behind drivers
seat behind the sub. Just pop the cover off and unbolt the sub and thinks it's 10ml or 8ml bolts.
The rubber seals go a lot on them once you have the pump out so replace that if you're
replacing the pump. Doubtless cheaper online. The fuel pump is in the tank, you need to check
the fuel pressure if you suspect a problem, the figures and procedure is in the manual, you can
find this at Hesitation on acceleration and poor performance are exactly what I am experiencing.
I'll check out the manual. It's frustrating not being able to immediately diagnose a fault. It's just
a process of elimination. Maybe worth asking Clark Motorsport about the pump too. Not
checked the spark plugs or coil packs yet. Car is going in for a service next week anyway, so
will get the garage to replace the plugs and check the coil packs at the same time. I don't get the
problem when the car is stationary and idling. The problem becomes obvious when the car is
being driven. Sounds like it could be a coil pack or plug breaking down as it warms up. I would
start there and see how it goes. If you still suspect fuel pump, as tricky says - check the fuel
pressure before you go swapping things. You can post now and register later. If you have an
account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are
allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Fuel Pump
Questions. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. SiriusProjects Posted July
10, Posted July 10, The zed in question is a Z GT4 How much would a new fuel pump be? Where
exactly is the fuel pump located and is it a big job to get at it and replace? If it is a fuel issue, is
there anything else that is worth checking as well? Link to post Share on other sites. TT 1,
Posted July 10, If your pump isn't working properly it might emit a whine. Also you'd be running
lean. Loss of power as I guess the ECU would retard things a little. What symptoms you having?
Tricky-Ricky Posted July 10, As for symptoms, you would see hesitation on acceleration, and
general poor performance. SiriusProjects Posted July 11, Posted July 11, Thanks TT and
Tricky-Ricky, that helps a lot. TT 1, Posted July 11, No worries. I had a faulty coil pack that
caused hesitation and intermittent juddering and poor performance. If it's your pump let me
know. I have my old one in the cellar. It's a bit of an awkward job I believe. GMballistic 8, Posted
July 11, Cheers GMBallistic. I will check with Clark Motorsport to see if they can supply the fuel
pump too. Sam Mcgoo Posted July 11, As above Re-the fuel pump, but those symptoms could
be caused by a lot things. Any ECU codes? Clean air filter? Clean MAF? Checked spark plugs
and coil packs? Any sign of being rich or lean on your spark plugs? When do you get this
problem? All the time? SiriusProjects Posted July 12, Posted July 12, I'm not getting any ECU
Codes. Air Filter has been cleaned and a new MAF has been installed. Sam Mcgoo Posted July
12, SiriusProjects Posted July 13, Posted July 13, Cheers for the advice. I will see how the car is
after the service and go from there. Join the conversation You can post now and register later.
Reply to this topic Insert image from URL. Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up.

Thanks for all of the input guys, I will have the car back tomorrow to go through it and know all
the specifics of whats going on. I don't even. Fuel pressure? Originally Posted by phunk.
Enlarging the fuel pressure regulator and swirl jet orifaces in the fuel pump assembly are to
increase return side flow to eliminate the fuel pressure spike at idle with a larger fuel pump.
When you increase the fuel pump output, the regulator is unable to do its job when the engine is
at very low load and idle, causing fuel pressure to spike up until you increase load or RPM. It is
unrelated to any pressure drop at the top end BTW some of the G37 have the z fuel pump
assembly and not the z fuel pump assembly. Perhaps today I will go into this page and update it
to explain a lot more and with what findings we have had since actually using these fuel pumps
after modifications. I can also add details into specifics with the rest of the z fuel system so
people know exactly what they are doing and why to do it. I would not say that one is any better
than the other. The tanks are similar overall shapes, but the dimensions are rather different. I
am not sure at this point which G37s use the z assembly. I dont know if its related to sedan
versus coupe, or build date, or what. The easiest way I can describe how to tell which assembly
a G has is to remove it from the tank and look. The z unit has all its passage ways and plumbing
molded into the housing, so you cannot clearly see how it is plumbed. The z unit has all external
plumbing, so you will see black nylon hoses connecting the components within it. Here are
some dyno graphs displaying the AFR with different boost levels. Notice the whp graph starts to
taper up at the end due to maxing out the injectors. So, if you are running out of fuel, I would
definitely perform some of the basic checks to make sure that you have a good fuel pump and
base pressure. To my knowledge, Stillen doesn't use that part number, and I'm not sure what
the rating of their pump is Phunk brought up a few good points as well as far as the
supercharger's parasitic horsepower loss Just make sure that whoever is tuning the car is well
aware of that. As you see, we always post our AFR on our dyno results so that there is no
question that our tunes are safe and solid. I started writing a detailed document with photos
describing the z fuel system, which will also apply to the G37 with the only variation being the
ones with the z fuel pump assembly, which I will add a brief description of the "need-to-knows"
for as well. I will post a link either tonight or tomorrow to this document. Sam: Do you know the
specifics as to which G37's use z fuel pumps and which use z fuel pumps? To be honest, for all
I know, all G37 may have the z sending unit. EDIT; just saw your post, thanks. Another
curiousity I have into the fuel pump assemblies The z sending unit is several inches taller than
the z sending unit. The G37s with a z fuel pump assembly must either have a modified version
of it that is taller, or the G37s with the z fuel pump assembly must have a modified version of it
that is shorter? Both the assemblies are self adjusting in height by compressing against the
floor of the fuel tank, but I am not sure that the range of travel is enough to compensate for the
height difference between the Z33 vs Z34 assemblies. Any insight on that, Sam? Sam or Phunk..
What are your thoughts on this? Last edited by Ron; at PM. Originally Posted by Ron. Last
edited by phunk; at PM. Thank you phunk, very interesting. I guess E85 setup requiring more
fuel for the same amount of power is why you went with larger injectors than the ones on the
GTM kit. When I selected the cc injectors for my car, I had not planned on E I just knew that at
some point down the road my car will need them after I build a stronger bottom end for it. Matter
of fact, experience with other EMS probably made it worse because I kept looking for things that
are not there or not needed with this style of engine management. I also tend to require a certain
level of understanding with what exactly I am working with before I will try and work with it. At
any rate, tuning the UpRev with cc injectors with gasoline was a little over my head as a first
time project with that software. I was having a lot of trouble getting the car to run well in all
conditions. I could make it start and idle, but then it drove like crap. I could make it drive great,
but then it wouldnt idle. So I decided I would make my life easier, preserve my engine, and learn
on a more typical configuration. I elected to switch to E85 to, in essense, water down my
injector size. Tuning E85 with the cc is more like tuning gasline with cc or so. It worked great
and the car performs great. I would like to think that should I decide to switch my car back to
gasoline, with what I have learned with the UpRev software, that I could take on the task now.
But, theres only one way to find out. Ok I wasn't that far off then. Thanks for the info again!
Sorry Neo if I jacked your thread a bit. We can get back on topic now. An external regulator is
required. The stock regulator is a part of the stock fuel pump assembly. With the twin assembly,
its gone. And we didnt make a way to include it in the twin pump because it would be too small
to handle twin fuel pumps unless you were to
peugeot 107 warning lights
bulldog security diagrams
volvo s40 fuel pressure regulator
stage the pumps activate the second pump only at high load. Sam, youre not using a vacuum

line on the regulator on that car are you? BB code is On. Smilies are On. Trackbacks are On.
Pingbacks are On. Refbacks are On. Forum Rules. All times are GMT The time now is PM. My
Picture Album. Nissan Z Pictures. Become a Forum Sponsor. User Name. Remember Me? Mark
Forums Read. Page 2 of 3. Thread Tools. Quote: Originally Posted by phunk Enlarging the fuel
pressure regulator and swirl jet orifaces in the fuel pump assembly are to increase return side
flow to eliminate the fuel pressure spike at idle with a larger fuel pump. Originally Posted by
phunk almost 3 years ago I put together this page for people to understand the z fuel pump
assembly, but it might make a lot more sense to people who are already familiar with how the z
version works. Digg del. Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Road Fuel vs. Racing Fuel: F1
Comparison. Fuel Pressure? Regulated Fuel Pressure. LinkBack URL. About LinkBacks.

